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Family researchers are increasingly concerned
with causal inference. In this article, I urge
family researchers to consider 2 types of causal
inference: pretreatment heterogeneity, a consid-
eration of nonrandom selection into a treatment
(e.g., divorce), and posttreatment heterogene-
ity, a consideration of systematic differential
responses to a treatment. I detail the hetero-
geneous treatment effects approach, a method
designed to account for both pretreatment
heterogeneity and posttreatment heterogeneity.
I then review existing research that has imple-
mented this method, paying particular attention
to research on family life. Finally, I provide
concrete examples of how family researchers
can implement heterogeneous treatment effects
to answer key research questions.

Demographic changes in family life—including
the postponing of marriage, the rising number
of short-term cohabiting unions, the increasing
divorce rates, and the decoupling of marriage
from childbearing—signify that the landscape of
the American family has changed dramatically
in the past 50 years (Bianchi, 2014; Cherlin,
2010; Furstenberg, 2014). These demographic
changes mean that considerable numbers of
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adults and children experience lives character-
ized by family instability. Given the absolute
number of individuals affected by family insta-
bility, together with the concentration of family
instability among racial/ethnic minorities and
those with low levels of educational attainment,
family scholars have developed a heightened
interest in understanding the intra- and inter-
generational consequences of family instability
(Cavanagh & Huston, 2006; Fomby & Cherlin,
2007; Osborne, Berger, & Magnuson, 2012; for
reviews, see Amato, 2000, 2001, 2010; Amato &
Keith, 1991; Demo & Fine, 2010; McLanahan,
Tach, & Schneider, 2013).

Although family scholars have recently
turned their attention to complex indicators of
instability—including remarriage (Sweeney,
2010), multipartner fertility (Guzzo, 2014),
and incarceration (Turney, 2014b)—divorce is
perhaps the most commonly studied measure of
instability. Although substantial variation exists
in individuals’ reactions to divorce, with some
adjusting immediately and others adjusting over
a period of time, research shows that, on average,
divorce can be deleterious for both adults and
children. Among adults, divorce is associated
with increased mental health problems (Johnson
& Wu, 2002; Wade & Pevalin, 2004), heightened
economic insecurity (Osborne et al., 2012), and
parenting impairments (Kalmijn, 2013). Chil-
dren who experience parental divorce, compared
to their counterparts who do not, have lower
academic achievement and attainment (Amato
& Anthony, 2014; Kim, 2011), more behavioral
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and mental health problems (Carlson & Corco-
ran, 2001; Cherlin, Chase-Lansdale, & McRae,
1998; Strohschein, McDonough, Monette, &
Shao, 2005), and greater family instability as
adults (Hill, Yeung, & Duncan, 2001; Wolfin-
ger, 2000). Given the steep threats to causal
inference associated with nonrandom selection
into divorce, research increasingly employs
sophisticated analytic methods to consider the
causal effects of divorce on adults and children
(Amato & Anthony, 2014; Cooper, Osborne,
Beck, & McLanahan, 2011; Osborne et al.,
2012; for a recent review of research that relies
on sophisticated techniques for establishing
causal inference, see McLanahan et al., 2013).

But fully understanding the causal intra-
and intergenerational consequences of divorce
(and the consequences of family instability
more broadly), as well as designing effective
interventions that prevent the transmission of
inequality both within and across generations,
necessitates a comprehensive identification of
both pretreatment heterogeneity, the idea that
some individuals are more likely than others
to divorce, and posttreatment heterogeneity,
the idea that individuals may differ in their
responses to divorce (Morgan & Winship,
2007). Indeed, it is implausible to assume that
all adults and children have similar reactions
to divorce, and considering such variation in
responses, within a causal framework, is an
important direction for future research. Divorce
may be a deleterious life course event for some
adults and children, a beneficial life course
event for others, and a mostly inconsequential
life course event for still others (Demo & Fine,
2010; Jaffee, Moffitt, Caspi, & Taylor, 2003).

Given the increasing attention to causal
inference in family research, as well as the
importance of considering both pretreatment
heterogeneity and posttreatment heterogeneity
in estimates of causal inference, family scholars
should regularly consider implementing het-
erogeneous treatment effects into their research
designs. Heterogeneous treatment effects allow
for a consideration of the effects of a treatment
(e.g., divorce) by the propensity for experienc-
ing the treatment (e.g., characteristics associated
with the likelihood of divorce, such as income,
mental health, and relationship conflict) (Brand
& Thomas, 2013; Xie, Brand, & Jann, 2012; see
also Morgan & Winship, 2007). Conceptually,
the heterogeneous treatment effects approach is
similar to estimating moderating effects (e.g.,

including interaction terms in regression mod-
els), but the heterogeneous treatment effects
approach allows researchers to simultaneously
consider many moderating characteristics. This
analytic approach considers whether the effects
of a treatment are strongest among individuals
with a low propensity for experiencing the treat-
ment (e.g., those unlikely to divorce because
of their background characteristics) or among
individuals with a high propensity for experi-
encing the treatment (e.g., those likely to divorce
because of their background characteristics).

Heterogeneous treatment effects have been
recently used to study the effects of educational
attainment (Bauldry, 2014; Brand, 2010; Brand
& Davis, 2011; Brand & Xie, 2010; Musick,
Brand, & Davis, 2012; Schafer, Wilkinson,
& Ferraro, 2013), but despite their ability to
document complex causal relationships and
their broad applicability, they have been under-
utilized in family research (but see Brand &
Davis, 2011; Brand & Thomas, 2014; Musick
et al., 2012; Turney, 2014a). Importantly, this
approach considers only observed heterogene-
ity, and not unobserved heterogeneity, a point
I return to when discussing the strengths and
limitations of this approach.

In this article, I argue that family research
could benefit from implementing the het-
erogeneous treatment effects approach. To
illustrate this point, I document how one
research program—research on the effects
of parental divorce for children’s academic,
behavioral, and social outcomes—can routinely
incorporate heterogeneous treatment effects.
The remainder of this article proceeds as fol-
lows. First, I describe the importance of causal
inference in family studies research. Second,
I briefly summarize existing research on the
effects of parental divorce on children’s out-
comes, focusing on research that uses methods
designed to strengthen causal inference. Third, I
detail heterogeneous treatment effects, a method
designed to account for both pretreatment het-
erogeneity and posttreatment heterogeneity that
has been described elsewhere (Brand & Thomas,
2013; Xie et al., 2012). Fourth, I review existing
research that has implemented this method,
paying particular attention to research on family
life. Finally, I provide concrete examples of
how family researchers can implement het-
erogeneous treatment effects. In that section, I
first focus on research linking divorce to child
well-being. But as these methods are broadly
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applicable to family studies research, I pro-
vide additional examples of research areas that
could benefit from implementing this method.
I conclude by discussing the implications of this
approach.

Causal Inference in Family Studies
Research

Social science research is increasingly con-
cerned with the counterfactual model of
causality (Gangl, 2010; Morgan, 2013; Morgan
& Winship, 2007; Pearl, 2000; Rubin, 1974,
1977; Winship & Morgan, 1999), and social
science research on family life is no exception
(McLanahan et al., 2013). Embedded in the
counterfactual, or potential outcomes, model of
causality is the idea that an individual can be
exposed to two alternative states—a treatment
state and a control state—but that an individual
can be observed in only one of these states. Each
individual exposed to the treatment has a poten-
tial outcome under the control state, and each
individual exposed to the control has a potential
outcome under the treatment state (Morgan &
Winship, 2007).1 The fundamental problem
of estimating the causal effect of a treatment
on an outcome is that no participant will ever
simultaneously experience both the treatment
(e.g., parental divorce) and the counterfactual of
the treatment (e.g., no parental divorce).

In what follows, I review two threats to causal
inference: pretreatment heterogeneity, the fact
that some individuals will be more likely than
others to experience a treatment (e.g., parental
divorce), and posttreatment heterogeneity, the
fact that individuals may differ in their responses
to the treatment (e.g., parental divorce). Pre-
treatment heterogeneity is an aspect of causal
inference commonly considered in research on
family life, but posttreatment heterogeneity is
considered less regularly.

Pretreatment Heterogeneity

Family scholars pursuing causal research ques-
tions are most often concerned with selection
into experiencing the treatment, often called pre-
treatment heterogeneity. For example, consider

1There can be more than one treatment state. However,
for simplicity, the examples presented refer to only one
treatment state.

research estimating the effects of parental
divorce on children’s academic, social, and
behavioral outcomes. Parental divorce is not
randomly distributed across the population
of children; instead, it is more commonly
experienced among certain groups, such as chil-
dren of parents with low levels of educational
attainment (Bramlett & Mosher, 2002) and
children of parents with mental health problems
(Waldron, Hughes, & Brooks, 1996). Given
that the factors associated with experiencing
parental divorce are often also associated with
children’s academic, social, and behavioral
skills (for research on parental educational
attainment, see Davis-Kean, 2005; for research
on parental mental health, see Turney, 2011),
children of divorced parents are at risk of
having impairments in their academic, social,
and behavioral skills long before their parents
become divorced (McLanahan et al., 2013).
Therefore, researchers interested in the causal
intergenerational consequences of divorce must,
theoretically and analytically, thoroughly con-
sider the demographic, socioeconomic, and
behavioral factors associated with selection into
divorce.

Posttreatment Heterogeneity

Family scholars pursuing causal research
questions are also concerned with differen-
tial responses to the treatment, also known as
posttreatment heterogeneity (Brand & Thomas,
2013; Morgan & Winship, 2007; Xie et al.,
2012). For example, not all children respond
similarly to parental divorce; some groups of
children experience more deleterious conse-
quences than other groups of children (Demo &
Fine, 2010). One way to investigate posttreat-
ment heterogeneity is to consider whether the
effect of a treatment on an outcome systemat-
ically varies by the propensity, or likelihood,
for experiencing the treatment (measured by
a multidimensional set of pretreatment char-
acteristics). Heterogeneous treatment effects,
which consider such systematic variation, are
different from the more commonly consid-
ered method of understanding variation in a
relationship—estimating an interaction term
between the treatment and an individual-level
variable of interest—for at least three reasons.
First, they document heterogeneous relation-
ships within a causal framework (though see
Breen, Choi, & Holm, 2015). Second, because
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considering variation by the propensity score
necessitates including a host of pretreatment
characteristics (as opposed to just one pretreat-
ment characteristic), this analytic approach
more accurately reflects the social realities of
individuals’ lives. Third, unlike when testing an
array of interaction effects, considering a sum-
mary measure of pretreatment characteristics
avoids exhausting model degrees of freedom
(Brand & Xie, 2010).

Research Considering the Effects
of Divorce on Child Well-Being

Understanding the causal effects of divorce on
child well-being has become of increasing inter-
est to family scholars (McLanahan et al., 2013).
Indeed, this is a thorny issue because divorce
is not a well-defined causal state (McLana-
han et al., 2013; Morgan & Winship, 2007).
Divorce is not a discrete event but a process
that unfolds over time (Amato, 2000; Demo &
Fine, 2010; Hetherington, 1979; Kim, 2011;
Morrison & Cherlin, 1995), which means that
the effects of divorce may be apparent before
a divorce is legally finalized. Therefore, all
family scholars studying the effects of divorce
on child well-being must address the issue of
when the treatment of divorce begins and when
the treatment of divorce ends.

Despite this theoretically and analytically
thorny issue, researchers have increasingly
begun to employ sophisticated analytic tech-
niques to estimate the causal effects of parental
divorce on children’s academic, behavioral, and
social outcomes (for a review, see McLanahan
et al., 2013; see also Amato, 2010). There are a
variety of methodological approaches for esti-
mating the causal effect of divorce, nearly all of
which require longitudinal data. A lagged
dependent variable approach is one such
research design. This approach estimates an out-
come (e.g., behavioral problems) as a function of
parental divorce, adjusting for a variety of con-
trol variables and a lagged dependent variable
(e.g., a measure of behavioral problems before
parental divorce). In this case, any relationship
between parental divorce and children’s behav-
ioral problems is net of prior behavioral prob-
lems (Johnson, 2005; for an example of research
using this approach, see Cherlin et al., 1991).
Another research design commonly used for
estimating causal effects is an individual-level
fixed-effects approach. This approach estimates

an outcome (e.g., behavioral problems) as a
function of parental divorce, adjusting for both
observed and unobserved time-invariant con-
trols (e.g., characteristics that do not change
over time, such as race or gender). This approach
considers how within-child changes in parental
divorce are associated with changes in out-
comes, with each participant essentially serving
as his or her own control (Cooper et al., 2011;
Ribar, 2004). For a more detailed discussion of
the strengths and limitations of these and other
approaches when estimating the causal effects
of divorce, see McLanahan et al. (2013).

Parental divorce can have an array of dele-
terious, beneficial, and inconsequential effects
on children. Existing research on the effects
of divorce on child well-being suggests that,
on average, divorce is associated with neg-
ative effects on children’s academic, social,
and behavioral outcomes (for reviews, see
Amato, 2000, 2001, 2010; Amato & Keith,
1991; Demo & Fine, 2010; McLanahan et al.,
2013). A meta-analysis (Amato, 2001) showed
that children of divorce, compared to their
counterparts with continuously married parents,
have lower self-concept (effect size, ES= –.12),
social relations (ES= –.15), academic achieve-
ment (ES= –.16), psychological adjustment
(ES= –.21), and conduct (ES= –.22). An earlier
meta-analysis showed similar effect sizes of
between one-tenth and one-fourth of a standard
deviation (Amato & Keith, 1991).

However, research shows that divorce is not
a uniformly negative experience for all chil-
dren. Children vary greatly in their responses
(Amato, 2000). The most commonly consid-
ered moderators of the relationship between
divorce and children’s academic, behavioral,
and social outcomes include race (Broman,
Li, & Reckase, 2008; Heard, 2007; Sun & Li,
2007; Wolfinger, 2003), gender (Hill et al.,
2001; Painter & Levine, 2000; Sun, 2001;
Sun & Li, 2002), and marital conflict (Booth
& Amato, 2001; Strohschein et al., 2005).
Despite growing attention to the fact that the
relationship between divorce and children’s
academic, behavioral, and social outcomes may
be heterogeneous, there exists little agreement
about the individual-level characteristics that
condition this relationship, perhaps resulting
from different operationalization of variables
and populations of interest across studies.
Indeed, review articles have noted that con-
sidering moderation is an important direction
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for future research (Amato, 2010; McLanahan
et al., 2013). A heterogeneous treatment effects
approach is one way to consider moderation.

Estimating Heterogeneous Treatment
Effects

When estimating causal social relationships—
such as the effects of parental divorce on
children’s academic, behavioral, and social
outcomes—an ideal research design would
randomly assign children to experience parental
divorce. Given that this type of experimental
research design, with a treatment and con-
trol group that are similar except for their
experience of the treatment, is infeasible and
impractical, researchers often use observational
data to estimate causal relationships between
two social phenomena. Matching methods, first
advanced by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983,
1984, 1985a, 1985b), are commonly used to
estimate causal effects with observational data.
In this section, I first review propensity score
matching, which takes into account pretreatment
heterogeneity, and then I review heterogeneous
treatment effects, which takes into account both
pretreatment and posttreatment heterogeneity.

Propensity Score Matching

Propensity score matching, a quasi-experimental
and counterfactual approach for observational
data, is one method for strengthening causal
inference. In the absence of a true experiment,
propensity score methods approximate an
experimental design by facilitating a compar-
ison between a treatment group and a control
group (Morgan & Winship, 2007; Rosenbaum
& Rubin, 1983). This nonparametric approach
allows researchers to consider differences in
outcomes between a treatment group (e.g.,
children who experience divorce) and a control
group (e.g., children who do not experience
divorce). As in a true experimental design
(Singleton & Straits, 2009), the characteristics
of these two groups—at least the observed
characteristics of the two groups—are compa-
rable across demographic, socioeconomic, and
behavioral characteristics and differ only in their
experience of the treatment.

Propensity score matching proceeds as fol-
lows. First, the researcher estimates a logistic or
probit regression model to generate a propensity

score, a summary measure describing the condi-
tional probability of experiencing the treatment
that ranges from 0 to 1 for each participant,
as a function of a wide array of pretreatment
characteristics (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983).
Second, the researcher uses one of the following
approaches to match treatment and control
observations: (a) nearest neighbor matching,
which matches all treatment participants to one
(or more) control participants with the closest
propensity score; (b) radius matching, which
matches all treatment participants to control par-
ticipants within a specific radius of the propen-
sity score (or bandwidth around a propensity
score); (c) kernel matching, which matches all
treatment participants to control participants by
weighting control participants by their distance
from treatment participants; or (d) inverse prob-
ability of treatment matching, which weights the
treatment and control participants so that they
are similar in terms of their observed covariates
(Morgan & Todd, 2008; Morgan & Winship,
2007).2 The researcher ensures that the means of
the pretreatment characteristics are statistically
indistinguishable across the treatment and con-
trol groups and removes all treatment and control
participants without appropriate matches.3 The
mean values of the pretreatment characteristics
in the treatment group are compared to the mean
values of the characteristics in the control group.
These values are compared nonparametrically
with standardized differences (i.e., Cohen’s d)
(and not with the regression parameter). Third,
the researcher estimates the effect of the treat-
ment on the outcome (e.g., the effect of parental
divorce on children’s externalizing behaviors).

Although propensity score matching is
increasingly used in family studies research,
there is no consensus for implementing some
aspects of this method, and therefore the
researcher has to make several decisions. First,
the researcher must decide which functional
form to use to estimate the propensity score
(e.g., logit, probit). This decision may not be too

2Because there may be subtle differences in the treatment
and control groups after matching, researchers can conduct
doubly robust propensity score matching analyses by fur-
ther adjusting for all pretreatment characteristics (Schafer &
Kang, 2008).

3Therefore, if it is not possible to find appropriate
matches for a substantial portion of participants in the treat-
ment group, propensity score matching is likely not the best
method of analysis.
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consequential because research shows that, in
the case of binary treatments, the logit and probit
models come to similar conclusions (Caliendo
& Kopeinig, 2008). Second, the researcher
must decide which covariates to include in the
equation estimating the propensity score. There
exists no agreed-on method for choosing the rel-
evant pretreatment characteristics, although the
goal is usually to include variables associated
with the treatment (or with the treatment and
outcome), to ensure that the variables explain
a relatively large portion of the variance in the
treatment, and to ensure that the pretreatment
characteristics are similar across the treatment
and control groups (Caliendo & Kopeinig,
2008).4 Matching can be especially challeng-
ing when using multiply imputed data sets, as
the same covariates may not balance across
all of the imputed data sets. Third, although
there is some evidence that kernel matching
performs best with a well-specified propensity
score—one that includes all relevant predic-
tors of the treatment—and nearest-neighbor
matching performs best with a poorly specified
propensity score, there is little consensus about
which matching strategy is best (Heckman,
Ichimura, & Todd, 1997; Morgan & Harding,
2006). Indeed, a simulation reveals different
treatment effects across matching estimators and
software programs (Morgan & Harding, 2006);
therefore, different matching strategies could
produce different inferences about the causal
effect of divorce on children’s outcomes. Fourth,
there is little standardization of how standard
errors are estimated, which may explain why
different software programs come to different
conclusions (Gangl, 2010; see also Caliendo &
Kopeinig, 2008).

Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

The heterogeneous treatment effect approach
also operates in the counterfactual framework
(Xie et al., 2012; though see Breen et al.,
2015). This approach extends the propensity
score model by considering how the effect
of the treatment on an outcome varies by the

4In estimating the effects of divorce on children’s aca-
demic, behavioral, and social outcomes, one would want
to include characteristics associated with the probability of
divorce such as race/ethnicity, income, and marital quality.

observed propensity for experiencing the treat-
ment. Therefore, this approach, unlike other
approaches for causal inference (e.g., indi-
vidual fixed effects) simultaneously allows
the researcher to consider both heterogeneous
pathways into experiencing the treatment (pre-
treatment heterogeneity) and heterogeneous
effects of the treatment (posttreatment hetero-
geneity). For example, this approach considers
the extent to which individual factors such as
race/ethnicity, income, and marital conflict are
associated with both the likelihood that a child
experiences divorce and the child’s responses to
divorce.

The heterogeneous treatment effect approach
takes three steps (and can be estimated with the
–hte– Stata module; Jann, Brand, & Xie, 2007;
see also Becker & Ichino, 2002). First, similar to
propensity score matching, for each participant,
a researcher estimates a propensity score, which
can be considered a multidimensional mea-
sure of advantages and disadvantages in social
background (Brand & Thomas, 2013; Xie et al.,
2012). An additional related step in estimating
heterogeneous treatment effects is to group
participants into strata based on their propensity
score. Conceptually, creating the strata allows
the researcher to systematically consider differ-
ences in the effect of a treatment (e.g., parental
divorce) based on the likelihood of experiencing
the treatment. This makes it possible to compare
participants who have a low propensity for
experiencing the treatment (e.g., those children
unlikely to experience parental divorce) and
participants who have a high propensity for
experiencing the treatment (e.g., those children
likely to experience parental divorce). Although
there may be a theoretical reason for creating
a certain number of strata, the final number of
strata usually depends on the number of partic-
ipants in each stratum and the natural cut points
of the propensity scores (Brand & Xie, 2010;
Xie et al., 2012). Importantly, the researcher
must ensure that, within each stratum, the means
of the pretreatment characteristics are statisti-
cally indistinguishable between the treatment
and control groups; the treatment and control
groups must differ only in their experience of
the treatment. This can be an especially difficult
step, as it is not always possible to achieve
balance with the same set of covariates used to
achieve balancing in propensity score match-
ing. In this case, the researcher may need to
exclude some covariates from the propensity
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score matching equation or include squared
or quadratic terms in the equation (Morgan &
Winship, 2007). Participants who do not have a
proper match are excluded from the analyses.5

Second, the researcher uses kernel matching
to estimate the effect of the treatment on the
outcome (e.g., the effect of parental divorce on
children’s externalizing behaviors) within each
stratum (Brand & Thomas, 2013; Xie et al.,
2012). This is the Level 1 effect.6

Third, the researcher estimates the trend in
the variation of effects across propensity score
strata with a variance weighted-least-squares
regression (Brand & Thomas, 2013; Xie et al.,
2012). This is the Level 2 effect. The Level
2 effect tests the direction, magnitude, and
statistical significance of variation in the effect
of the treatment across propensity score strata.
A positive, significant Level 2 slope means
that, for each unit change in strata (i.e., moving
up or down a strata), there is an increase in
the effect of the treatment on the outcome.
A negative, significant coefficient means that
there is a decrease in the effect of the treatment
on the outcome for each unit change in strata.
Therefore, it is possible to examine whether
the effect of the treatment is different among
participants with a relatively low propensity of
experiencing the treatment and participants with
a relatively high propensity of experiencing the
treatment.7

5 The following equation estimates the propensity score:

Pi = p
(
di = 1|X)

= log di
1−di

=

(
K∑

k=0
𝛽k𝜒ik

)
.

This equation is the familiar log odds, where Pi is the
propensity score for the ith individual (e.g., the log odds of
experiencing the treatment), which is modeled as a linear
function of the X variables (e.g., pretreatment covariates) and
an estimated set of regression weights.

6 The following equation estimates the Level 1
(stratum-specific) effects:

T̂T = 1∕ni

ni∑
i

(
yi,d=1 −

iJ∑
i(j)

wi(j)yi(j),d=0

)
.

This equation estimates the effect of the treatment on
the outcome, where ni is the number of treatment cases, i is
the index over treatment cases, i(j) is the index over control
cases for treatment case i, and wi(j) is the scaled weight (with
sum of 1) measuring the importance of each control case.
Therefore, the summation

∑
adjusts for the probability of

being a treatment case. This formula is applied sequentially
to each stratum.

7The following equation estimates the Level 2 effect:
𝛿s = 𝛿1 + 𝛾S + 𝜖s. In this equation, Level 1 slopes 𝛿s are

Therefore, although there are several sim-
ilarities between propensity score matching
and heterogeneous treatment effects, there are
a number of differences between the two ana-
lytic strategies. First, and perhaps obviously,
propensity score matching is used to estimate
average treatment effects, and heterogeneous
treatment effects are used to estimate heteroge-
neous treatment effects. Second, and relatedly,
the models differ in their comparison groups.
In propensity score matching, a comparison is
made between the treatment group and the con-
trol group across a population. In heterogeneous
treatment effects (sometimes called multi-level
propensity score matching), a comparison is first
made between the treatment group and the con-
trol group within relatively homogenous strata
and then considered across the various strata
(Xie et al., 2012). Therefore, employing these
two analytic strategies concurrently can yield
nuanced information about both the average and
heterogeneous effects of a treatment (Brand &
Thomas, 2014).

Advantages and Disadvantages of Matching
Methods

Both propensity score matching and het-
erogeneous treatment effects have several
advantages. First, the ability to match par-
ticipants on observed covariates is especially
important when there is substantial pretreat-
ment heterogeneity. This advantage is further
strengthened when researchers have a wide array
of covariates—including demographic, socioe-
conomic, and behavioral characteristics—at
their disposal. Second, unlike traditional regres-
sion models, this method allows researchers
to exclude participants without an appropriate
match from the analyses. Third, unlike tra-
ditional regression models, propensity score
matching does not impose a functional form on
how the control variables are associated with the
treatment. Finally, the heterogeneous treatment
effects are especially advantageous because they
allow for an estimation of effect heterogeneity
in the counterfactual framework.

regressed on propensity score rank indexed by S, 𝛿1 repre-
sents the Level 2 intercept (i.e., the predicted value of the
effect of the treatment for the lowest propensity score stra-
tum), and 𝛾 represents the Level 2 slope (i.e., change in the
effect of the treatment on the outcome based on change in
propensity score stratum).
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However, these methods are not without dis-
advantages. First, propensity score matching can
be implemented only when the key explanatory
variable is dichotomous (although it is possible
to estimate multiple dichotomous treatments).
Additionally, because the analyses rest on bal-
ancing participants in the treatment and con-
trol groups, the two groups must have consid-
erable overlap in their observed characteristics.
Finally, and perhaps most important, both reg-
ular propensity score matching and heteroge-
neous treatment effects proceed under ignorabil-
ity, the assumption that all relevant determinants
of the treatment are used to generate the propen-
sity score (Morgan & Harding, 2006; Shadish,
2013). This means that these methods, unlike
some other strategies for dealing with causal
inference (e.g., individual-level fixed effects),
do not account for unobserved characteristics of
individuals. It is quite possible, then, that unob-
served characteristics could render the relation-
ship between the treatment and outcome spuri-
ous. However, there are several ways researchers
can address unobserved heterogeneity. For one,
researchers can rely on data sources that include
rich and detailed demographic, socioeconomic,
and behavioral measures (Shadish, 2013). Also,
although it is not possible to directly test the
plausibility of the ignorability assumption, it is
possible to examine just how large an unob-
served variable would have to be to confound the
relationship between the treatment and the out-
come (Rosenbaum, 2002).

Finally, there are some disadvantages specific
to heterogeneous treatment effects. For one,
although the propensity matching framework
does allow researchers to consider how large an
unobserved variable would have to be to suggest
a spurious relationship, it is not possible to
determine whether an unobserved factor would
render the trend line (Level 2 effect) statistically
insignificant. Second, heterogeneous treatment
effects are limited to considering variation
across stratum and do not readily allow for vari-
ation within stratum. Third, the trend line (Level
2 effect) cannot be estimated across multiply
imputed data sets, so analyses are limited to
a single imputed data set, participants with no
missing values, or a manual calculation of the
coefficients and standard errors across multiply
imputed data sets. Finally, as a practical matter,
there needs to be a large enough number of
participants experiencing the treatment to allow

for at least 20 treatment cases in each stratum
(Xie et al., 2012).

Examples of Research Considering
Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

Heterogeneous treatment effects have been most
commonly applied to research considering the
effects of educational attainment on later life
course outcomes. Therefore, in this section,
I first review examples of research that esti-
mates the heterogeneous effects of educational
attainment. I then review the smaller body of
research in family studies that have applied
these methods.

Heterogeneous Treatment Effects
of Educational Attainment

Heterogeneous treatment effects have been
developed recently and have been most com-
monly used to examine the effect of educational
attainment on a variety of outcomes, including
wages (Brand & Xie, 2010; Hu & Hibel, 2013),
civic participation (Brand, 2010), family forma-
tion (Brand & Davis, 2011), fertility (Musick
et al., 2012), and health (Bauldry, 2014; Hu,
2014; Schafer et al., 2013). Broadly speaking,
this burgeoning literature adjudicates between
two hypotheses: (a) the negative selection
hypothesis, which posits that the positive effects
of educational attainment are strongest for
individuals least likely to attain that educational
attainment (e.g., those with a low propensity,
or likelihood, for educational attainment), and
(b) the positive selection hypothesis, which
posits that the positive effects of educational
attainment are strongest for individuals most
likely to attain that educational attainment (e.g.,
those with a high propensity, or likelihood, for
educational attainment).

With some exceptions (Bauldry, 2014; Hu &
Hibel, 2014), this literature finds that college
attendance (Brand & Davis, 2011; Musick et al.,
2012) or college completion (Brand, 2010;
Brand & Xie, 2010; Hu, 2014; Schafer et al.,
2013; for research on the heterogeneous effects
of military service on wages, see DellaPosta,
2013) is more beneficial for individuals whose
demographic and socioeconomic background
characteristics make them unlikely to attend
or complete college (in support of the neg-
ative selection hypothesis). For example, in
perhaps the first empirical consideration of
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heterogeneous treatment effects, at least within
the counterfactual framework, Brand and Xie
(2010) used data from the Wisconsin Longitudi-
nal Study (WLS) and the National Longitudinal
Study of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) to examine the
heterogeneous effects of college completion on
earnings throughout the life course. They find
that, across both cohorts of respondents and for
both men and women, individuals least likely
to obtain a college degree—based on a host
of pretreatment characteristics (e.g., parental
income, high school class rank, encourage-
ment from teachers)—are those most likely to
experience earnings benefits from college com-
pletion (Brand & Xie, 2010). These findings, by
showing that not all individuals benefit equally
from completing college, emphasize that the
processes underlying social stratification are
quite complicated.

Heterogeneous Treatment Effects in Family
Research

Although estimating the heterogeneous effects
of educational attainment is the most com-
monly considered application of heterogeneous
treatment effects, recent research has explic-
itly focused on the heterogeneous treatment
effects of various aspects of family life. In this
section, I review two examples (for other family
research considering heterogeneity outside of
the heterogeneous treatment effect framework,
see Amato & Anthony, 2014; Augustine &
Raley, 2013; Ryan, 2012; for research on the
heterogeneous effects of educational attainment
on family life, see Brand & Davis, 2011; Musick
et al., 2102; for research on the heterogeneous
effects of program participation on marriage,
see Harknett, 2006). In one recent example,
Brand and Thomas (2014) use data from the
NLSY79 and the National Longitudinal Sur-
vey’s Child–Mother File (NLSCM) to estimate
the heterogeneous effects of single mother’s job
displacement on children’s high school com-
pletion, college attendance, college completion,
and depressive symptoms in young adulthood.
They find that, by and large, the deleterious
effects of maternal job displacement decrease
as the propensity for experiencing maternal job
displacement increases. The authors suggest that
stigma—which may be greatest among children
unlikely to experience a single mother’s job
displacement—may be one mechanism linking

single mothers’ job displacement to deleterious
outcomes in young adulthood.

In another example, Turney (2014a) used
longitudinal data from the Fragile Families and
Child Wellbeing Study (FFCWB) to examine
the heterogeneous effects of paternal incar-
ceration on maternal parenting (measured as
neglect, psychological aggression, and physical
aggression). In this research, mothers were
separated into three strata: those with a low
propensity (0%–5% chance) for experiencing
incarceration of the focal child’s father, those
with a moderate propensity (5%–15% chance),
and those with a high propensity (15%–79%
chance). As expected, descriptive statistics show
that mothers with a low propensity for experi-
encing paternal incarceration are generally more
advantaged than those with a high propensity
for experiencing paternal incarceration. For
example, having postsecondary education is
more common among low-propensity moth-
ers than among moderate- or high-propensity
mothers. Conversely, living in poverty is more
common among high-propensity mothers. The
results show that the effect of paternal incar-
ceration on maternal neglect is heterogeneous,
with the strongest effects found among mothers
with a low propensity for experiencing paternal
incarceration. On the implications of these
findings, Turney (2014a) wrote: “These results
suggest that incarceration—given its concentra-
tion among disadvantaged families and, at least
in one domain, its most consequential effects
for the most advantaged of these disadvantaged
families—has complicated and countervailing
implications for inequalities in family life”
(p. 1607).

Incorporating Heterogeneous Treatment
Effects Into Family Research

There are many possibilities for incorporating
heterogeneous treatment effects into family
research. In this section, I first describe how
research on the effects of paternal divorce on
children’s academic, behavioral, and social
outcomes, which increasingly considers pre-
treatment and posttreatment heterogeneity (see
especially McLanahan et al., 2013), could ben-
efit from this approach. I then describe several
other substantive areas that may also consider
this approach.
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Heterogeneity in the Effects of Parental Divorce

Although most research on the intergenera-
tional consequences of divorce statistically
controls for elements of the social context (e.g.,
children’s developmental stage, race/ethnicity,
poverty), very little research considers the
complex and multidimensional ways elements
of the social context interact with divorce
to influence children’s academic, behavioral,
and social outcomes. Theoretically, there are
important reasons to consider the comprehen-
sive set of factors that influence children’s
risk of—or propensity for—experiencing
divorce (i.e., pretreatment heterogeneity) and
how that risk systematically and differen-
tially shapes children’s academic, behavioral,
and social outcomes (i.e., posttreatment
heterogeneity).

On the one hand, the negative intergenera-
tional consequences of parental divorce may be
strongest among children with a relatively low
propensity for experiencing divorce. Children
with a low propensity for experiencing parental
divorce likely endure an otherwise relatively
advantaged social context prior to divorce. They
generally have stable home environments with
low parental conflict, are shielded from severe
economic deprivation, and live in high-resource
neighborhoods. They are also unlikely to have
parents who experience mental health impair-
ments (e.g., depression, alcoholism) or engage
in domestic violence. It is possible that, for
these children, parental divorce may be an
event stressor, an unexpected life event that is
especially detrimental to well-being (Eaton,
1978; Wheaton, 1982; see also Wheaton, 1990).
On the other hand, the negative intergenera-
tional consequences of parental divorce may be
strongest among children with a high propensity
for experiencing divorce. Children who are
especially vulnerable to experiencing divorce
likely do not experience divorce in isolation.
Instead, prior to divorce, these children endure
a complex array of disadvantages. Their vul-
nerable social contexts are fraught with poor
quality relationship between parents, poverty,
and disadvantaged neighborhood environments.
Their parents have a greater than average likeli-
hood of mental health impairments or domestic
violence. Divorce may be one of many chronic
stressors that emerge gradually from their social
environments that can have deleterious effects
on children’s outcomes (Pearlin, 1989). It is

also possible that this heterogeneity by chil-
dren’s risk of experiencing parental divorce
differentially exists across developmental stages
(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998; Elder, 1998).
Therefore, research on the effects of divorce
on children’s academic, behavioral, and social
outcomes could benefit from a heterogeneous
treatment effect approach.

Other Opportunities for Implementing
Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

There are many other possibilities for rigor-
ously implementing heterogeneous treatment
effects into family research. Here I provide
two additional examples of research topics
that may especially benefit from a considera-
tion of heterogeneous effects. First, consider
the growing literature on the intergenera-
tional consequences of paternal incarceration
(Eddy & Poehlmann, 2010; Johnson & East-
erling, 2012). This literature increasingly takes
into account pretreatment heterogeneity (e.g.,
for individual-level fixed effects, see Geller,
Cooper, Garfinkel, Schwartz-Soicher, & Mincy,
2012; Wildeman, 2010; for propensity score
matching, see Turney & Haskins, 2014) but,
by and large, often fails to take into account
posttreatment heterogeneity (for research that
considers individual-level moderators such and
race/ethnicity and gender, see, e.g., Haskins,
2014; Wildeman, 2010). Theoretically, there are
good reasons to expect that paternal incarcera-
tion has deleterious consequences for children’s
well-being, but there are also good reasons
the removal of fathers from households via
incarceration—particularly if the father is vio-
lent or abusing substances—may be beneficial
for children (Wildeman, 2010). Implementing
heterogeneous treatment effects would allow
researchers to simultaneously consider the pos-
sibilities of negative, positive, or null effects
(Sampson, 2011), as well as reconcile conflicting
findings from qualitative research on families
more broadly (Braman, 2004; Comfort, 2008;
Edin, Nelson, & Paranal, 2004; Giordano, 2010).

Another literature for which heterogeneous
treatment effects may be particularly instruc-
tive is research that considers the relationship
between grandparent coresidence and child
well-being (Dunifon, 2013; for an alternative
way of considering heterogeneity, see Augustine
& Raley, 2013). This research often comes to
inconsistent conclusions, with some research
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suggesting beneficial effects of grandparent
coresidence (DeLeire & Kalil, 2002) and other
research suggesting detrimental effects of
grandparent coresidence (Foster & Kalil, 2007).
It may be that the relationship between grand-
parent coresidence and child well-being varies
by the social factors that are associated with
selection into grandparent coresidence. Indeed,
the circumstances that precede grandparent
coresidence are quite varied. Some grandparents
move in with their adult children because of
their own failing health or an inability to eco-
nomically support themselves, which may lead
to negative outcomes for their grandchildren.
Other grandparents move in with their adult
children because of their children’s needs for
financial, emotional, or instrumental support,
and in these cases, grandparent coresidence
may be beneficial for grandchildren (Dunifon,
2013). These research programs—the effects of
paternal incarceration on child well-being and
the effects of grandparent coresidence on child
well-being—are two examples of research that
may benefit from incorporating heterogeneous
treatment effects into analytic strategies. But
there are many other applications of this method
in family research, including research on the
effects of teenage childbearing on adult and
child outcomes, the effects of marital status
on health outcomes, and the effects of father
involvement on children.

Conclusion

Family researchers are increasingly concerned
with asking and answering causal questions with
observational data. Does divorce cause chil-
dren to have academic difficulties? Does pater-
nal incarceration lead to behavioral problems in
children? Do children who live with their grand-
parents have better outcomes than children who
do not live with their grandparents? Does mar-
riage lead to better health? Family researchers
have increasing become concerned with pre-
treatment heterogeneity, the idea that the individ-
ual background characteristics associated with
experiencing the treatment are also likely associ-
ated with outcomes. But family researchers pay
much less attention to posttreatment heterogene-
ity, the idea that individuals often have varied
responses to treatments.

In this article, I have made the case for incor-
porating heterogeneous treatment effects, an
analytic approach that takes into account both

pretreatment and posttreatment heterogeneity,
when answering causal questions about family
life. By moving beyond an examination of the
average causal effects of measures of family
life (e.g., parental divorce), and by considering
the nuances inherent in the consequences of
these measures, this research will have impli-
cations for social policies and interventions.
For example, understanding heterogeneity in
the consequences of paternal divorce across
population subgroups will provide an under-
standing about which children most need and
will most benefit from interventions and, there-
fore, provide guidance about how to allocate
resources. The result will be findings that
document a more complex—and potentially
countervailing—set of relationships regarding
inequality in family life.
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